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Nikki Thomas, a legendary Bay Area radio personality, boasts a remarkable 20-year careerin the San
Francisco Bay Area, leaving an indelible mark on the airwaves. For over a decade, she cohosted the "Kevin
Brown Morning Show" on 102.9 KBLX, then seamlessly collaborated with the Steve Harvey Show. Nikki's
versatility shines through as she served as an afternoon host and curated the evening vibe as a Quiet
Storm host.

Nikki is a dynamic transformational speaker, event MC, and workshop facilitator, advocating for wellness
and empowerment. As the brain behind community fitness programs, such as the Soul Yoga Project and
the free Get Fit Get Down series with KBLX, Nikki brought accessible health initiatives to the Bay Area.

Nikki's impact extends to her collaborations with notable organizations, including Black Girls Code,
Outdoor Afro, Dream Corps, 100 Black Women of the Bay Area, and brand partnerships with major names
like State Farm, AARP, and Apple to name a few. Her influence spans the realms of arts, culture, and
technology, leaving an indelible mark on clients such as the SF Recovery Theater, Afro Solo Theater,
Oakland Museum of California, Napa Valley Jazz Getaway Getaway, W Hotel San Francisco, and the
Conference of Minority Transportation Officials. This is just a snapshot of Nikki's impactful journey,
showcasing her commitment to diverse communities and innovative collaborations.

In her latest venture, Nikki Thomas Communications, she pioneers creative digital solutions and media
strategies. Notably, during the COVID-19 pandemic, Nikki led KBLX's shift to social media and internet
programming, demonstrating her innovative approach to media. She took charge as the host and co-
producer of the Women of KBLX virtual forum, showcasing her commitment to fostering connections.

Having transitioned from radio, Nikki is now an empty nester with a passion for empowering women over
40 in the realms of digital education, empowerment, and community building. As the founder of Nikki
Thomas Communications, a creative digital solutions and media firm, she's focused on serving the
community by building impactful, community-based platforms for wellness and empowerment.
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EXPERIENCE
Over 30 years as a radio host, event emcee,
speaker, and community wellness advocate

I'VE SHARED
STAGES WITH : 

LES BROWN
IYANLA VANZANT
STEVE HARVEY

I'VE 
INTERVIEWED : 

WENDY WILLIAMS
STEADMAN GRAHAM
REV JESSE JACKSON
ROLAND MARTIN



EMPOWER
ENLIGHTEN
ELECTRIFY

HOW TO HEAL THE PAST & CREATE THE FUTURE

 HOW TO BREAKTHROUGH YOUR INNER GLASS
CEILING

LEGACY & LIBERATION : 

SPEAKING
TOPICS

THE ANSWER IS YOU

SIGNATURE WORKSHOPS

THRIVE IN TODAY’S CREATOR ECONOMY
MONETIZE YOUR MIND

GEN X HEALING & EMPOWERMENT WORKSHOP
SOULSHIFT

MOVEMENT & MEDITATION WORKSHOP
EMBODIED & EMPOWERED



I’VE
WORKED
WITH



RUE 
MAPP 
FOUNDER  
& CEO,
OUTDOOR
AFRO

"Nikki weaves her many
talents , such as
spiritual/physical well being,
comedy and social activism
that allows so many types of
people to connect with her
meaningfully! 

REGINA
JACKSON
PAST PRESIDENT,
EAST OAKLAND
YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT
CENTER

“The Master
of Laughter!”

NIKKI 
COOPER
PROGRAM
COORDINATOR,
SAN FRANCISCO
AFRICAN
AMERICAN
CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

“She took the time to understand our
mission, values, and goals, and.... .
effortlessly created an atmosphere of
warmth and inclusivity .”

ANGELA
HOLTON
DATING AND RELATIONSHIP COACH, &
CREATOR OF  THE RE-IMAGINE LOVE RETREAT

“Nikki is the ultimate event host! Professional, poised and
engaging. She is skilled at keeping the attention and
entertainment of the audience while offering wisdom and insight.
She brings a beautiful bright light to any event!

STACY
HOFFMAN
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
LIVING JAZZ

“She provided the perfect blend
of energy, dynamics, and
professionalism . . . .Nikki adds that
added dimension of excitement and
enthusiasm”
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LET’S 
WORK

https://www.facebook.com/NikkiThomasTV
https://www.instagram.com/nikkithomastv/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEdygB_YolAyZdVU_LGE-lA
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nikki-thomas-tv/

